MUSEUM NOISE

Morning at the Museum
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Soon I will visit a museum. There will be many sounds. Together they make Museum Noise.
In a museum, I may hear machines, like train engines. Many of the sounds in a museum are recordings. I may hear sounds made by other things, too.
In a museum, I may hear people moving. For example, I may hear footsteps, zippers opening and closing, a camera shutter, or a dropped item hitting the floor. I will probably hear other sounds that people make, too.
I may hear my voice, and the voices of adults, children, and babies. I may also hear the very important voice of my adult.
I may hear recordings. Many displays have movies and recorded sounds and conversations.
I may hear an echo, too. Museums often have walls or floors that are made of stone. This may cause sounds to echo a little. Carpeting here and there softens the sounds.
At a museum, I may hear strollers, footsteps, zippers, cameras, voices, recordings, a dropped item hitting the floor, or movies. I may hear other sounds, too. These sounds mix with a small echo to make Museum Noise.